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- Sean Hannigan
- Police Officer for 19 years
- Teacher for 8 years with a Bachelor of Education (B.Ed.) and a Masters in Special Education (M.Ed.Sp.Ed.) before joining the Police
- Community Police Officer (CPO) =
- Principal Beat Officer (PBO) =
- Beacon Officer (BO) =
- School Police Officer (SPO)
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- How did the Bosworth Academy Project Start?

- School excluded pupil causes trouble and Pc 1189 called to the scene.

- Mr Parkinson jumps in the car and ASNT.

- En Route school boy motorcyclist spoken to who was more shocked at seeing Mr Parkinson then the Police Sect 59 Notice versus detention.
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• At the Academy conversation about calling in, duties permitting, lunch time, home time and being Visible.

• Started going in.... names like.....used.
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- Staff...Oh look the Police are here ...There must be trouble!!!

- Visited most days while on duty and became a regular feature.

- Link in to Wiseacres and other Children's homes

- Costalot and Good Friday Traveller sites Children
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- The secret of Success is to Engage with
  - Students
  - Staff
  - Parents
  - Community
  - Mr Parkinson
  - Insp. Rich Ward
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- Police office in the Managing Learning Team (MLT)
- Police IT systems put in
- Secure Policing Office (Safe/Radio/Computer)
- Start and finish at School
- Student drop in centre
- Community Beat Surgeries held in School building
- Teacher inputs about the project/reporting incidents/practical help/pulling students from class
- Pc Sean the Teacher?
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- Deal with all incidents in and out of school
- Cross borderer i.e. City/County Students
- Advise on the Top 10 ASB for Police
- Open door policy
- Close working relationship with MLT
- Access to Chris Parkinson
- Access to Rich Ward
- Access to ACC Thomas
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- Team teach Traveller/Maths/HE
- Social Media, Drug and Assault Inputs to (These were identified by the College and Police as priorities)
  - 10 to 13
  - 13 to 16
  - 16 to 18

- Top 10 Anti Social Behaviour (ASB) students
- Top 7 College ASB students
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- Top 10 and 7 were identified and targeted
- Get to know you sessions by SPO
- Early Intervention with MLT
- Social Services
- Educational Psychologists
- Housing Department
- Youth Service
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Engage and Succeed
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